Stephen Hawking

- Does have hardware and software
- Hardware and software is donated
- Proprietary software makes up about 50%
- Intel will release their donated software to open source

The greatest enemy of knowledge is not ignorance, it is the illusion of knowledge.

–Stephen Hawking
ACCESSIBILITY SOFTWARE

- It does exist and work
- Gnome-Orca Screen Reader
Caribou On-Screen Keyboard
Dasher On-Screen Keyboard
Gnome On-Screen Keyboard (GoK)
Florence On-Screen Keyboard
kvkbd On-Screen Keyboard for KDE
Onboard On-Screen Keyboard
VINUX

- Linux distribution for the visually impaired
APPLICATIONS FOR TEXT TO SPEECH

- eSpeak
- Festival
- Cepstral
- Android
WHAT ARE THE DISABLED?

- Resilient
- Determined
- Independent
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- Charlie Kravetz
- Charlie@teamcharliesangels.com
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